
Jurua Hills High School  
Dual Enrollment School Wide Criteria and Support Strategies 

 
 
For Summer 2023 and Beyond 

1. First time Dual Enrollment students may enroll in 1 class if the student is 
currently passing all classes at Jurupa with a C or better. 

2. A student may enroll in two Dual enrollment classes after successfully 
completing 1 Dual enrollment class.   The student must also be passing all 
classes at Jurupa with C’s or better at the time of registration. 

3. A student may only enroll in 3 Chaffey classes after successfully 
completing two concurrent Dual Enrollment classes.  Additionally, students 
must be passing all classes with C’s or better at Jurupa.  Lastly, enrollment 
in 3 classes must be approved by the student’s counselor and parent. 

 
The following support is provided to Dual Enrollment students. 

1. Jurupa Dual Enrollment lead will mass email all parents and students 
letting them know the classes being offered and steps to apply/register 
each semester. 

2. Students will be consistently reminded of the opportunity to enroll through 
various platforms and will be strongly encouraged to attend the Dual 
Enrollment Sessions (tutorial on how to get started, order books, contact 
professors, etc.).  

3. A week before every semester begins all enrolled students will be invited 
to attend a mini orientation in our lecture hall on how to get started, login 
and helpful tips. If a student has lost their Chaffey ID, we provide it for 
them at this meeting. 

4. Each semester all enrolled students are sent physical slips reminding them 
to log in and complete the first assignment to avoid being dropped on 
the first day of their Chaffey class.  

5. A couple weeks into each semester the Chaffey Counselor identifies 
students that registered for a Dual Enrollment but have not started it. The 
Jurupa Dual Enrollment lead will meet with those students and help 
troubleshoot and or help them drop if needed.     

6. A couple days before the drop deadline all students are either texted or 
mass-emailed and sent physical slips (Sometimes all 3) notifying them of 
the drop deadline to drop without a “W” on their transcript. This is also 
done before the Drop with a “W” deadline as well. 

7. Students enrolled in Guid-2/3 with Mr. Bladh will be provided with 
additional support during school hours since he is available to help them 
while they are in school. 


